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A Nyala 2 large format printer has transformed a small print shop into a serious player in the wholesale
digital printing market. Diversity, reliable quality, productivity and an optimal price/performance ratio are
the cornerstones of this success story.
Swiss Army knife printer
Tom compares the Nyala 2 with a Swiss
Army knife: “You can do anything with it.”
There is a stable flatbed for rigid substrates, i.e. boards of different types and
sizes. Sign Ink sometimes prints an entire
sheet, in other cases only a part. As Tom
knows, “The others can’t handle this
variety of formats.” And he explains,
“Thanks to the registration pins, we can
make optimal use of the print bed with
any given format.” The Nyala 2 is also
equipped with a roll to roll option so it
can also process flexible media.
“The ink adheres to all materials and the
print quality is impeccable,” says Tom
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David vs Goliath
As a small business, Sign Ink has proven itself in the highly competitive wholesale
market. The company is a subcontractor to
copy shops, sign makers, print shops
and brokers: places that outsource everything they cannot handle themselves.
That may be due to a capacity bottleneck,
or simply lack of the proper machinery.
Fast turnarounds, reliability and flexibility
are crucial in this business. And, of course,
a good price/performance ratio.

punched, corners rounded. For delivery
deadline reasons – one-day turnaround is
the rule – Sign Ink entirely eliminated
liquid coating. “It’s also hardly necessary,”
adds Tom. “Outdoor applications
produced on the swissQprint are weatherresistant for a couple of years anyway.”

A full-grown David
Tom says: “Our yearly sales are up by 30 to
50% since the Nyala 2 arrived.” Customers
very quickly noticed improvements in print
quality and delivery times. Thanks to
higher productivity, Sign Ink was also able
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